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OverviewOverview

� Strategy and tactics of IP investigations

� Understanding copyright and trademark 
offenses

� Evidence of copyright and trademark 
offenses

� Sentencing

� Police/prosecutor roles

� Piracy and counterfeit-
ing on the Internet



Strategy and Tactics of IP Strategy and Tactics of IP 

InvestigationsInvestigations

� Objective: to “work up the chain” to 
prosecute the individuals most culpable—
from distributors to producers.

� Objective: to expand the IP case to:
◦ Include additional criminal conduct

◦ Include additional offenders

◦ Add charges and defendants



Strategy and Tactics in IP Strategy and Tactics in IP 

InvestigationsInvestigations

� Means: employ covert investigative tools 
before overt.

� Means: international cooperation
◦ IP crimes are transnational in scope, requiring 
evidence and defendants from abroad.

◦ Informal means of obtaining evidence: “cop-to-
cop”

◦ Formal means of obtaining evidence: letters 
rogatory and mutual legal assistance

◦ Formal means of obtaining defendants: 
extradition



Understanding IP OffensesUnderstanding IP Offenses

� Necessary to guide the investigation

� Types of IP offenses
◦ Trademark infringement (“counterfeiting”)

◦ Copyright infringement (“piracy”)



CopyrightsCopyrights

� Copyright is a legal protection for original 
works of authorship, fixed in a tangible 
form of expression.

� Owners have exclusive rights including 
reproduction, distribution, and public 
performance.

� Examples include literary, musical, and 
dramatic works; pictorial and graphic 
works; motion pictures; software



TrademarksTrademarks

� Trademark: word, phrase, symbol or 
design, or a combination of them, that 
identifies and distinguishes the goods or 
services of one party from those of 
others.

� Owners have exclusive right to prevent 
others from using identical or similar 
marks where such use would likely result 
in confusion.



Understanding IP Offenses: Understanding IP Offenses: 

ElementsElements

� Elements of felony copyright infringement 
(17 U.S.C. §506 and 18 U.S.C. §2319) 
◦ Valid copyright exists

◦ Defendant infringed work (e.g., by 
reproduction or distribution)

◦ Defendant acted willfully

◦ Infringement involved at least 10 copies of 
works with total retail value exceeding $2500 
within period of 180 days



Understanding IP Offenses: Understanding IP Offenses: 

ElementsElements

� Elements of trademark infringement (18 
U.S.C. section 2320)
◦ Defendant trafficked in goods or services

◦ And did so intentionally

◦ Using a counterfeit mark

◦ And did so knowingly.



Understanding IP Offenses: Understanding IP Offenses: 

ElementsElements

� Definitions for trademark infringement 
◦ “Trafficking” includes possession with intent to 
traffic, and must be for purposes of commercial 
advantage or financial gain.

◦ “Counterfeit marks” are spurious marks 
identical or substantially indistinguishable from 
a mark in use and registered for those goods or 
services, the use of which is likely to cause 
confusion or mistake.



Understanding IP Offenses: Understanding IP Offenses: 

Criminal IntentCriminal Intent

� Requirement serves fairness and efficiency.

� U.S. examples:
� Heightened mens rea required for felony copyright 

infringement—”willful”

� Asian examples:
� Compare Singapore

� Indonesia: “deliberate”

� Thailand: distribution of work if “aware or should 
have been aware that [it was] made by infringing 
copyrighted work”



Understanding IP Offenses: Understanding IP Offenses: 

Criminal Intent in Kyrgyz RepublicCriminal Intent in Kyrgyz Republic

� Imprisonment for unlawful use of 
copyright causing significant damage if by 
“intent” or “through carelessness.” Penal 
Code §150(2).

� Imprisonment for unlawful use of 
trademark if “committed repeatedly or 
with large damage.” Intent required? 
Penal Code §191(1). 



Circumstantial Evidence of Guilty Circumstantial Evidence of Guilty 

KnowledgeKnowledge

� For copyright infringement
◦ Notice of infringement

◦ Infringer’s disclaimers

� For trademark infringement
◦ Quality of infringing goods

◦ Unauthorized distribution

◦ Unrealistic price

◦ Repetition of conduct after notice of 
infringement



Proving Criminal Intent by Proving Criminal Intent by 

Evidence of ConcealmentEvidence of Concealment

� For copyright and trademark offenses
◦ Direct evidence: confession
◦ Circumstantial evidence:
� False invoices and customs documents
� Hidden control of Internet site
� Business ownership concealed by use of nominees 
or shell companies

� Inventories located away from distribution point
� False statements to investigators
� Other obstruction: flight, record destruction,
instructing witnesses to lie, bribery attempt



Drawing ConnectionsDrawing Connections

� Connecting the defendant to seized 
infringing goods

� Connecting the defendant to unseized 
infringing goods

� Connecting the defendant to 
coconspirators



Sentencing for the IP OffenseSentencing for the IP Offense

� Method of valuing the loss

� Evidence relevant to sentencing

� Factors in aggravation of sentence



Evidence Relevant to SentencingEvidence Relevant to Sentencing

� U.S. system: sentencing formula based on 
quantity of infringing goods multiplied by 
value of authentic good

� If there is evidence of the scope of 
defendant’s infringement that cannot be 
used for charges or trial, consider 
presenting it to judge as an aggravating 
factor at sentencing. 



Police/Prosecutor Partnership in Police/Prosecutor Partnership in 

IP ProsecutionsIP Prosecutions

Police and prosecutors should work as a 
team throughout the investigation and 
prosecution of the criminal case.



Benefits of a Prosecutor Role Benefits of a Prosecutor Role 

in the Initiation of the Casein the Initiation of the Case

� Prosecutors are trained and 
experienced in evaluating cases for the 
probability of success in court 
(conviction).

� Prosecutors are in the best position to 
implement a consistent set of priorities 
and unified strategy for law 
enforcement.



Benefits of a Prosecutor Role Benefits of a Prosecutor Role 

in the Investigationin the Investigation

� Understanding the elements of the 
potential offenses that can be charged.

� Assessing whether the evidence being 
gathered is proof beyond a reasonable 
doubt of the elements of those 
offenses.

� Advising on the legal requirements for 
gathering admissible evidence.



ProsecutorProsecutor’’s Roles Role



Benefits of a Prosecutor Role Benefits of a Prosecutor Role 

(continued)(continued)

� Helping protect the rights of the 
defendant

� Prosecutors can play a unique role in 
obtaining the cooperation of defendants 
during or at the end of the investigation



The Role of the Agent/Police The Role of the Agent/Police 

When/After When/After Case is ChargedCase is Charged

� Advising on initial charges

� Continuing to gather evidence to rebut 
defenses and support new charges

� Preparing trial witnesses: the role of the 
“prover”

� Testifying at trial, as expert or witness 
with personal knowledge

� Handling trial logistics

� Presentation of evidence at sentencing



Piracy on the InternetPiracy on the Internet

� Pay sites selling pirated software
� P2P file sharing
� “Warez” groups

◦ Illegally reproduce, store, and distribute digital 
copies of newest copyrighted works over the 
internet (software, games, movies, music)

◦ Highly organized and technically proficient
◦ Specialization/division of labor
◦ Barter economy within the 

warez group, but product 
reaches criminal organizations
distributing for profit



Warez Structure and OperationWarez Structure and Operation

� Tier One: top level “release” groups
◦ Supply new product (sometimes industry insiders)
◦ “Cracking” copyright protection

� Tier Two: top level “couriers”
◦ Distribution to top FTP sites

� Tier Three: lower level couriers
◦ Distribution to thousands of FTP archive sites with 

greater public access

� Tier Four: global distribution outside 
organization by and to “leechers”
◦ P2P, pay sites, online auctions, CDs



To Couriers

Distribution

Supplier Drop Box

Rip/Crack

Testing

Packing

WAREZ GROUPS



Connecting the 
defendant to 
infringing activity: 
WHOIS look-up



WHOIS LookWHOIS Look--up (cont.)up (cont.)

Whois Record

Registrant: 

A Read

A Read

67b Redwick Road Pilning

Bristol,   BS35 4LU

GB

Email: 

Registrar Name....: REGISTER.COM, INC.

Registrar Whois...: whois.register.com

Registrar Homepage: www.register.com 

Domain Name: getrichfree.com

Created on..............: Sun, Apr 14, 2002

Expires on..............: Thu, Apr 14, 2011

Record last updated on..: Thu, Mar 13, 2008

Administrative Contact:

A Read

A Read

67b Redwick Road Pilning

Bristol,   BS35 4LU

GB

Phone: +44.01454631301

Email: 

Technical Contact:

A Read

A Read

67b Redwick Road Pilning

Bristol,   BS35 4LU

GB

Phone: +44.1454631301

Email: 

DNS Servers:

ns1.simplecom.net

cobra.simplecom.net

ns2.simplecom.net



Connecting defendants 
to past conduct: 
historical information 
for the defendant



U.S. v. VysochanskyyU.S. v. Vysochanskyy (2005) (2005) 

� Ukrainian convicted of 
selling thousands of 
copies of pirated 
software through 
multiple web sites

� Intermediaries in      
U.S. and elsewhere 
forwarded payments     
to accounts in    
Lithuania and   
elsewhere



U.S. v. VysochanskyyU.S. v. Vysochanskyy

� Obstacles for the network search v. 
computer search

� E-mail search made arrest possible



Operation Operation ““Site DownSite Down””

� Undercover investigation

� July 2005—over 90 searches in twelve 
countries

� Over fifty defendants convicted



Notice posted for 
seized site



Counterfeiting on the InternetCounterfeiting on the Internet

� November 2010: Operation In Our Sites 
v. 2.0
◦ Undercover purchases of counterfeit goods on-
line resulting in seizure warrants for 82 domain 
names of commercial websites

◦ Task force comprising public and private 
partners of IPR Center, CCIPS, DOJ Money 
Laundering Section, and nine U.S. Attorney’s 
Offices, as well as foreign law enforcement 
components.



Counterfeiting on the Internet: Counterfeiting on the Internet: 

MedicineMedicine

� October 2010: Operation Pangea III
◦ Joint operation by U.S. federal law 
enforcement, rightsholders, and foreign law 
enforcement/Interpol in 45 countries

◦ One hundred thirty search warrants, 300 web 
sites taken down, $6.8 million in counterfeit 
drugs seized, and 87 individuals arrested



Questions? Questions? guentertpa@state.govguentertpa@state.gov


